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QUESTION 1

View the Exhibit. 

Iin the Human Resources form shown in the Exhibit, you want to modify the prompts, heights, and widths of the
Department Id, Manager Id, and Location Id Holds in the Departments data block. 

What must you select before invoking the Layout Wizard in reentrant mode to modify these item properties? 

A. Frame5 

B. Frames 

C. Canvas4 

D. the Departments block 

E. the DEPARTMENT_ID, MANAGER_ID and LOCATION_ID items 

Correct Answer: C 

From the exhibit we see that Department Id, Manager Id, and Location Id are all present on Canvas4. 

 

QUESTION 2

You have been assigned to maintain a forms application that was designed by a developer who has left the company. 

The form uses different property classes to standardize the appearance of objects in the form. For example, all buttons
should be of the same width. 
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The CV_Tools canvas contains several buttons. The Print invoice button is not quite wide enough to display its complete
label. 

In forms Builder, you open the Button_PC property class and change its Width property to a higher number. All the
buttons become larger except the Print invoice button, which remains its original size. What could have caused this
problem? 

A. The Print invoice button was copied from, rather than subclassed from, the Button_PC property class. 

B. The subclass information property for the Print invoice button is blank. 

C. The Width property of the Print invoice button is an inherited property. 

D. The Width property of the Button_PC property class is a variant property. 

E. The X Position of the print invoice button is a variant property. 

F. The X Position Property is not included in the Button_PC property 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify a function of the Forms Servlet. 

A. It creates a dynamic HTML file. 

B. It starts a Forms runtime session. 

C. It manages network requests from the Forms Client. 

D. It connects to and communicates with the database server. 

E. It renders the Forms Services application display for the user. 

Correct Answer: B 

OracleAS Forms Services uses the Forms Listener Servlet (a Java servlet) to start, stop, and communicate with the
Forms runtime process. The Forms runtime is what executes the code contained in a particular Forms application. The
Forms Listener Servlet manages the creation of a Forms runtime process for each client and manages the network
communications between the client and its associated Forms runtime process. The Forms Listener Servlet replaces the
Forms Listener provided in previous releases of Oracle Forms. 

Reference: Oracle Application Server Forms Services Deployment Guide, Forms Listener Servlet 

 

QUESTION 4

View the Exhibit. 
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You are attempting to drag the Control and CV_Order objects to an object group as shown in the Exhibit, but you are
unable to release them in the Object Group Children node of the object group. 

What is the reason for this? 

A. You cannot drag a canvas to an object group. 

B. You cannot drag a block to an object group. 

C. You need separate object groups for different types of objects. 

D. You cannot drag multiple types of objects to an object group at the same time. 

E. You should drag them to the ObjectGroup96 node, not to its Object Group Children node. 

Correct Answer: C 

See 5) below. 

Note: Object Groups An object group is a logical container for a set of Forms Builder objects. You need to define an
object group when you want to package related objects for copying or subclassing in another module or if you want to
bundle numerous objects into higher-level building blocks that you can use again in another application. You can
package the various objects in an object group and copy the entire bundle in one operation. Steps to create an object
group 
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1. 

Select the Object Group node in the Object Navigator. 

2. 

Select the Create icon. 

3. 

Rename the new object group that is displayed. 

4. 

Click the form module and expand all the nodes. 

5. 

Select all the objects of one type that you want to include in the object group. 

6. 

Drag the selected objects into the new object group entry. 

Key notes about object groups 

Including a block in an object group also includes its items, the item-level triggers, the block-level triggers 

and the relations. You cannot use any of these objects in an object group without the block. 

It is not possible to include another object group. 

Deleting an object from a module automatically deletes the object from the object group. 

Deleting an object group from a module does not delete the objects it contains from the module. 

 

QUESTION 5

What happens when you click Run Form Debug in Forms Builder? 

A. The form runs on your local machine by using a debug executable client. 

B. The form runs in a three-tier environment by using the application server URL that you specify in runtime
preferences. 

C. The form runs in a three tier environment by using the [debug] configuration in the FORMSWEB.CFG file. 

D. The form runs in a simulated three-tier environment by using an applet viewer that is included with the product to
enable debugging. 

Correct Answer: B 

Directly from the class materials from Oracle: As in the case when you run a form from Forms Builder with the Run Form
button, the Run Form Debug button runs the form in a three-tier environment. It takes its settings from the Preferences
window that you access by selecting Edit > Preferences from the main menu and clicking the Runtime tab. 
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